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SACRAMENTO WRITER
California Writers Club, Sacramento
Free monthly mee7ng, 1-hour Zoom
presenta7on (includes Q&A)
Saturday, October 17, 2020; 1 p.m. PDT
With Grant Faulkner
Execu7ve Director of
Na7onal Novel Wri7ng
Month (NaNoWriMo)
Co-founder of 100 Word
Story

The Art of Brevity:
Micro-Fic7on
In ﬂash ﬁc*on, the whole is a part and the part is a whole. The form forces the
writer to ques*on each word, to reckon with Flaubert’s mot juste, and move a story
by hints and implica*ons. Flash stories are built through gaps as much as the
connec*ve *ssue of words, so what’s leB out of a story is oBen more important
than what’s included. A single sentence can serve the func*on that a paragraph or
even a chapter might in a longer work.
You can expect to:
•
•
•

learn how a diﬀerent type of crea*vity emerges within a hard composi*onal
limit
come prepared to write short pieces
explore the expansiveness of succinctness.

Grant Faulkner is the Execu*ve Director of Na*onal Novel Wri*ng Month
(NaNoWriMo) and the co-founder of 100 Word Story and the Flash Fic*on
Collec*ve. He has published a collec*on of 100-word stories, Fissures. Another short
story collec*on, All the Comfort Sin Can Provide, is forthcoming from Black Lawrence
Press in 2021. He has published several books on wri*ng, including Pep Talks for
Writers: 52 Insights and AcBons to Boost Your CreaBve Mojo, and he is also the cohost of the podcast Write-minded. Follow him on TwiZer at @gran\aulkner. You
can ﬁnd his full bio at hZp://gran\aulkner.com/bio/

www.SacramentoWriters.org

CWC Sacramento is a 501c3 nonprofit educational organization

First Friday Networking
October 2020 Writers Network, Pandemic Share

Hello World, You Still There?
Writers Network Meeting
October 2, 2020
10 to 11 a.m.
One-hour Zoom meeting

What do you do after you’ve screamed in the shower and punched your
pillow? When you’re a writer, you sit down and write. While we are all going
through the same pandemic, our experience is personal and unique. At the
October 2, First Friday Forum on Zoom, we will have an opportunity to share
our pandemic experiences. It doesn’t have to be your best writing or ready
for publication, just what you are willing to share.
Bring (if you choose) something to read aloud: 500 word limit. We are a
kind audience of your peers. (Zoom link and password on our website:
www.cwcsacramentowriters.org)
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Message from Our
President,
Kimberly A. Edwards
CWC Sacramento President

Thinking about Micro-Fiction
Late on a Friday Night

We’re in for a treat with Grant Faulkner speaking to us October 17, following
Kakwasi Somadhi’s presentation on September 19*. Whether you write fiction,
memoir, or literary non-fiction, micro-fiction or flash fiction can be a way to
write out a story and figure out if it warrants a longer rendition at a later day.
Flash fiction, like any story, has a beginning, middle and end. After you write
the story, you can read it anew every day or every few days. Each time you
read it, you will see it more deeply. At least, that’s what happens with me. As I
review my own story, I begin to envision it unrolling before me. I get ideas for
the order and ideal sequence, which parts are important enough to develop into
scenes and which parts are connective tissue, who to develop into a character
and the details or actions needed to show character, and how dialogue can
support the story. Often, a month or a year into a story (sometimes a decade),
I will figure out the main point that I couldn’t see at the outset. If I’m lucky, I’ll
figure out how to increase the tension, leading up to the culmination of the
story. What I love the most is discovering irony in the characters, their actions,
and the events.

*Kakwasi Somadhi’s recorded presenta*on is available on our website for four weeks aBer September 19. Handouts
are available in the archive, and there is a summary in this newsleZer.
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NEW MEMBERS
September 2020 New Members
Nancy Herman lives in Placerville, has published one book (All We Left Behind: Virginia Reed
and the Donner Party), and her genres are historical fiction, modern fiction and YA fiction.
David Lindgren lives in Sacramento, and he is into fantasy, sci-fi, and screenplays. He
appears to have three novels on Amazon.

MEMBER NEWS
Jerry Greif is excited to announce that his children’s
book about multiculturism was rereleased in August.
Mexicans Don’t Always Eat Tacos, is an upbeat, gourmet
guide on understanding stereotyping for children and their concerned
teachers and parents. It is available on Amazon in either e-book or
paperback formats. The novel paperback version allows children an
additional kinetic relationship with the concepts and characters through
being able to color the delightful artwork contained within the text.
Chris Hennessey -- film maker, actor, author of Touched by Hannah, and
creator of “Yolo YoYo’s” local television series -- recently received news
that his prostate cancer (diagnosed shortly before the premature birth of his daughter in
2009) has spread to his lungs. He remains upbeat and motivated to continue creating and
pursuing his dreams.
Daily Democrat article Aug 29 2020
Davis Enterprise article Aug 26 2020
From Sigrid Bathen: California mental health, health care news
(www.sigridbathen.com)
An important (virtual) conference September 17 on health care was sponsored by Capitol
Weekly and its nonprofit publisher, Open California. I moderated the second panel on Health
Equity. https://capitolweekly.net/events/california-in-crisis-covid-19/
And my most recent article in a continuing series on mental-health issues, posted on
the Cap Weekly website to coincide with the conference. It will also be the lead article in a
special print edition, with the start of Open Enrollment in California. An in-depth Q&A with
Sacramento Mayor Darrell Steinberg, former state Senate President and a longtime champion
of mental-health issues, author of landmark legislation spanning decades: https://
capitolweekly.net/qa-darrell-steinbergs-longtime-focus-on-mental-health/
Also, another recent article, posted Sept. 3, a legislative wrap-up that is also part of the
special print edition on health care. Important mental health legislation that, amazingly, was
passed by the California Legislature in the waning and chaotic days of the COVID-disrupted
session: https://capitolweekly.net/lawmakers-send-historic-mental-health-bills-to-newsom/
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

A Poetry Open Mic Salon (PŌMS) for CWC Sac, THURSDAY,
November 19 from 7:00 to 8:30 p.m. To share or listen to this
Zoom event from the comfort of your own surroundings, you must
sign up in advance. Poets, please be ready to share up to 7
minutes of your work. Make sure your CWC colleagues are aware of
this special event; it will not be recorded. Contact John Patterson at
2johnpatterson@gmail.com .
Soon, Critique / Writing Groups Coordinator, John Patterson,
will contact people who have inquired, and we will have newsletter
and website information for everyone in the club. We have at least
one new group planned, and some guidelines and reference materials for those who would like to
start their own groups.
Gold Rush Writers cancelled their fall conference, but they have four Zoom keynote speakers
scheduled October 2 – 4. Attendance is free but limited. (www.goldrushwriters.com)
CWC San Francisco Peninsula Branch meets third Saturday of the month at 10 a.m. October
speaker: Kevin Fisher-Paulson “Writing as a search for meaning”, Think Tank with Ellen McBarnette
“How to Find Beta Readers and Why”. Author Skills Seminar with Liz Skuggs, horror and children’s
author, “Writing Monsters: Real and Metaphorical”, October 21st at 7 p.m.
CWC North State Writers (www.northstatewriters.com) in Chico have just released their September
2020 newsletter The Quill (under Publications tab on website). It lists a number of writing contests
and also has an article listing suggested word counts by genre.
Book Project from C.S. Lakin (www.livewritethrive.com)
Title: October 2020
October 2020 may be one of the most historically important inflection months of human history. With
the convergence of a pandemic, a dying planet, a consequential election, and exploding social and
racial reckoning, we need to be the voices, chroniclers, and guardians of this moment in history. Your
challenge, should you choose to accept: Each day of October 2020, write something. Poetry,
prose, a journal entry.Ask yourself: What am I feeling, thinking, experience in this moment in time
in the light of this moment in history? How am I seeing and feeling the world, my life, my
circumstance, my nation, my place right now? Write no more than 300 words each day. Each
day’s prose needs to be dated. Write a poem or haiku. Even if you write only three pieces during
October, send them to me. I plan to compile and publish a book with entries submitted. The book will
be a curation of creative submissions by different people, starting with Oct. 1 and building to Oct. 31.
It needs to portray the gambit of feelings and thoughts about this time and this world from all
different perspectives and all different kinds of writing. I'm open to artwork too; aim for black and
white for now.
At the end of the month, please email me your Word
document: contact@livewritethrive.com. Put it all in one document, please, in order of date. I will
not be putting names to the pieces (or parts of pieces). However, I would love to list all the
contributors to this project on the back. You can provide me with your full name and a sentence
or two about yourself (age, where in the world you live, what you love to do). Or tell me
you’d rather be anonymous or just represented by initials. Of course, you will get a free copy of
the book! I love collaborators (to choose and organize pieces, cover design).
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ANNOUNCEMENTS, cont.
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS from Shelley Blanton-Stroud & Dorothy Rice
A first anthology for Stories on Stage Sacramento, to commemorate a
year that continues to challenge, terrify, compel and incite, and to fan our
worst fears and most ardent hopes, for the planet and humanity, and for
the abiding power of words to bear witness.
-Seeking prose (fiction or nonfiction) on your interpretation of the theme,
“2020”
- October 15 deadline - 1000 words or less
- Previously unpublished or, if published, author must have full rights
Send your submissions to storiesonstage916@gmail.com with title and
“anthology submission,” in the subject line. Up to 5 pieces from
Sacramento-area writers will be selected for a virtual performance. Additional pieces will be included
in a compilation to be published later this year.
From Sands Hall and The Community of Writers:
The Community of Writers managed to take a version of its workshops online this summer, and is
continuing to offer options this fall. You might enjoy the fun and very useful Friday First Aid. Having
trouble with a page of prose? Want to get some advice about a moment in your manuscript, or a
transition? Have a question about the writing life? You get fifteen minutes with a top-notch writer—the
time is yours to use as you like—and you’ll be amazed at how much information can be gleaned in that
quarter of an hour. Next session: October 25, 10:00-3:00 with, among other writers, Janet
Fitch and Krys Lee. For more information and to REGISTER, visit www.communityofwriters.org. While
you're there, sign up to get information about other online offerings, including the next session
of Open Workshop, a delightfully different way to have your writing critiqued—as well as to brush up
your own critiquing skills.
A number of you asked to be on the waiting list for the next iteration of courses I taught this past
summer. In early 2021 I'll teach Scene: The Building Block of Story, a weekend intensive, February
6 & 7; and Tools of the Writer's Craft runs Tuesdays, February 16-March 23. I'll offer The Next
Draft later in the spring. I’ve also been asked to consider a course called Starting Your Memoir;
more on that in the New Year. Let me know if you're interested. For more info please
visit sandshall.com. Unless otherwise noted, all courses are limited to eight participants.
Join the Academy of American Poets and Words Without Borders for “World in Verse: A Multilingual
Poetry Reading,” a celebration of the 2020 Poems in Translation contest winners on Wednesday, October
7th. The event is free with advance registration and will feature readings by Bryan Mendoza, Enrique
Villasis, Bernard Capinpin, Chenxin Jiang, and others, hosted by contest judge David Tomas Martinez.
More at www.poets.org
From Heather Lazare regarding the Northern California Writers’ Retreats:
The retreats I was hoping to hold in October are now going to be virtual! A year ago, I had wanted to
expand NCWR online, but didn't know how to do it. Now here we are, and I'm grateful that I'm being
pushed to look at the retreat in a different way. I'm already thinking of ways to hold more virtual
retreats; stay tuned! (www.norcalwritersretreat.com)
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In a Neighborhood in Los Angeles
Francisco X. Alarcón - 1954-2016
translated by Francisco Aragón
I learned
Spanish
from my grandma

to recognize
mint leaves
in ﬂowerpots

mijito
don’t cry
she’d tell me

my grandma
wore moons
on her dress

on the mornings
my parents
would leave

Mexico’s mountains
deserts
ocean

to work
at the ﬁsh
canneries

in her eyes
I’d see them
in her braids

my grandma
would chat
with chairs

I’d touch them
in her voice
smell them

sing them
old
songs

one day
I was told:
she went far away

dance
waltzes with them
in the kitchen

but s*ll
I feel her
with me

when she’d say
niño barrigón
she’d laugh

whispering
in my ear:
mijito

with my grandma
I learned
to count clouds

Poetry
Corner
Na*onal Hispanic Heritage Month is celebrated September 15 –
October 15. The 2020 theme is Heritage, Diversity, Integrity &
Honor: The Renewed Hope of America.
Chicano poet and educator Francisco Xavier Alarcón (1954-2016)
was born in Wilmington, California. During his childhood,
Alarcón straddled the line between cultures, spending *me living
with his parents outside of Los Angeles and his other rela*ves in
Guadalajara, Mexico. In Mexico, as a teen, he began transcribing
his grandmother’s songs, which inspired him to start wri*ng his
ﬁrst poems. While at Stanford, Alarcón joined literary circles in
the San Francisco Bay area, gave poetry readings, and published
his ﬁrst book. Alarcón published numerous poetry collec*ons
and several Spanish language instruc*onal textbooks, and won
many awards. Alarcón was a lecturer of Spanish and the director
of the Spanish for Na*ve Speakers program at the University of
California, Davis, un*l his death.
Francisco Aragón was born in San Francisco, California. He
received master’s degrees in Spanish and literature before and
aBer spending 10 years in Spain. He is the author and editor of
several acclaimed books of poetry. He is the founding director of
Letras La*nas, the literary program of the Ins*tute for La*no
Studies at the University of Notre Dame. He also serves as the
publisher of Momotombo Press.

From From the Other Side of Night/del otro lado de la
noche: New and Selected Poems by Francisco X. Alarcón. ©
2002 The Arizona Board of Regents. Reprinted by
permission of the University of Arizona Press.

Francisco X. Alarcón
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Francisco Aragón

Mother Country

Richard Blanco - 1968-

To love a country as if you’ve lost one: 1968,
my mother leaves Cuba for America, a scene
I imagine as if standing in her place—one foot
inside a plane des*ned for a country she knew
only as a name, a color on a map, or glossy photos
from drugstore magazines, her other foot anchored
to the pla\orm of her patria, her hand clutched
around one suitcase, taking only what she needs
most: hand-colored photographs of her family,
her wedding veil, the doorknob of her house,
a jar of dirt from her backyard, goodbye leZers
she won’t open for years. The sorrowful drone
of engines, one last, deep breath of familiar air
she’ll take with her, one last glimpse at all
she’d ever known: the palm trees wave goodbye
as she steps onto the plane, the mountains shrink
from her eyes as she liBs oﬀ into another life.

Richard Blanco is the Education Ambassador of
the Academy of American Poets. In his role, he
helps champion the organization's free resources
for teachers, student projects, and other
education initiatives. He is the author of several
poetry collections, including How to Love a
Country (Beacon Press, 2019). In 2013, Blanco
was selected to read at Barack Obama's second
Presidential Inauguration. He lives in Bethel,
Maine.

To love a country as if you’ve lost one: I hear her
—once upon a *me—reading picture books
over my shoulder at bed*me, both of us learning
English, sounding out words as strange as the talking
animals and fair-haired princesses in their pages.
I taste her ﬁrst aZempts at macaroni-n-cheese
(but with chorizo and peppers), and her shame
over Thanksgiving turkeys always dry, but countered
by her perfect pork pernil and garlic yuca. I smell
the rain of those mornings huddled as one under
one umbrella wai*ng for the bus to her ten-hour days
at the cash register. At night, the zzz-zzz of her sewing
her own blouses, quinceañera dresses for her nieces
s*ll in Cuba, guessing at their sizes, and the gowns
she’d sell to neighbors to save for a rusty white sedan—
no hubcaps, no air-condi*oning, swea*ng all the way
through our ﬁrst vaca*on to Florida theme parks.
To love a country as if you’ve lost one: as if
it were you on a plane depar*ng from America
forever, clouds closing like curtains on your country,
the last scene in which you’re a madman scribbling
the names of your favorite ﬂowers, trees, and birds
you’d never see again, your address and phone number
you’d never use again, the color of your father’s eyes,
your mother’s hair, terriﬁed you could forget these.
To love a country as if I was my mother last spring
hobbling, insis*ng I help her climb all the way up
to the U.S. Capitol, as if she were here before you today
instead of me, explaining her tears, cheeks pink
as the cherry blossoms coloring the air that day when
she stopped, turned to me, and said: You know, mijo,
it isn’t where you’re born that maZers, it’s where
you choose to die—that’s your country.
Copyright © 2019 by Richard Blanco. From How to Love a Country (Beacon
Press, 2019). Reprinted with permission by Beacon Press.
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Mt. Diablo CWC Virtual Branch Meeting
September 12, 2020
Writers Table with Moderator John Schembra
Writing for a Cause: Finding purpose in your writing.
Getting Published: You Can Be a Winning Writer
Featuring Joan Gelfand
By Marcia Ehinger

After greetings and announcements, and a bit of time in a couple of Zoom breakout rooms, The
Writers’ Table program began with three published authors. John commented that everyone writes for
a reason. It could be to document your life’s story in a memoir or bring out an emotion in a poem,
but if a writer digs deep enough, they may find a deeper purpose to their life
stories, prose or verse. Moral values that could blossom into a cause that
informs your writing could include environmentalism, animal rights, LGBT
issues, human rights, poverty, hunger, racial inequity, peace, gun control,
minorities, etc. Through examples of what motivated her writing, Lucinda will
talk about her desire to write for social change around women’s place in
society, and Jill will discuss how her love for animals morphed into causes that
shifted the direction of her novels.
John Schembra grew up in the Bay Area and served as a Military Policeman
in Vietnam. After his discharge, he worked for the Pleasant Hill Police
Department for 30 years. He has published several
novels based upon his law enforcement experiences
through a small press based in Australia (Writers
Exchange E-Publishing).
Lucinda Jackson is the author of the memoir Just a Girl: Growing Up
Female and Ambitious. As a PhD scientist and global corporate executive,
Lucinda spent almost fifty years in academia and Fortune 500 companies and
published articles, book chapters, and patents. She is an international
presenter and speaks on radio and podcasts. Lucinda is at work on her
second book, an exploration of freedom and risk-taking after leaving a
structured life. Lucinda and her husband recently served as Peace Corps
volunteers in Palau and as science teachers in Mexico. They live near San
Francisco. Connect with Lucinda at: https://lucindajackson.com/.
Lucinda wanted to be a scientist from a young age, but was told by her father
that she was “just a girl” and should learn to cook. She received a science scholarship to college and
went on to earn a Ph.D. In the corporate world, supervising many men, she experienced harassment
and discrimination. After leaving the structure of corporate life, she wrote
her story as a means of healing. Her book is biographical, but she changed
all of the names and created reader take-aways. She uses her book as a
calling card for her current mission to develop organizations where women
want to work. Lucinda used an independent publisher for her book.
Jill Hedgecock is an award-winning and internationally published author.
Her love of animals has taken her writing journey in new directions. She
writes a dog rescue column for The Diablo Gazette. Jill’s debut novel,
Rhino in the Room, won a medal in Travel/Adventures Abroad. She has
three rescue dogs and is infected with a travel bug that led her to see
rhinos in Africa. Visit www.jillhedgecock.com to learn more.
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Jill had written a dog story, but after speaking so someone about her dog rescue column, she changed
the story, including the breed and sex of the dog, and created a cover image with a rescue dog which
had found a home. She self-published her books and promoted them at event boots and through social
media, where she found like-minded (animal lover) authors. The local press broadcast the story of the
“real” rescue dog along with her book information, and publicity around the “save the rhinos”
movement, including World Rhino Day (September 22), led to a host of events at clubs and
conferences where Jill or her books have been featured.
The Writers Table concluded with these questions to the participants. Why are you writing your current
project? Who is your audience? Could it be connected to a cause?
#

#

#

The meeting speaker, Joan Gelfand, is the author of three full length poetry
collections, an award-winning chapbook of short fiction and an Amazon #1 best
seller, You Can Be a Winning Writer. Joan’s debut novel, Extreme, was
published this summer by Blue Light Press. For those with a finished manuscript
looking for a home and those working toward a finished book, “Getting
Published” will help set the stage for success.
Joan teaches the 4 C’s of Successful Authors: Craft, Commitment,
Community and Confidence, and says that it is critical to employ these
tenets into your writing practice before submitting your manuscript. She
covered:
•Building a Writer’s Resume
•Tips for creating a writing community to advance your publishing goals
• Plan for working with confidence challenges
• Toolkit for fiction, non-fiction and poetry book proposals.
Joan says that writing is not just finding the discipline to sit and write, but that when something is
written, the author needs to send it out. Then, agents and publishers will want to see a list of previous
publications, so an author needs a resume or a list of writing credits.
So, after the craft of writing, the author needs the commitment to send out the work, as many times
as it takes. It needs to have a cover letter saying why the agent / publisher / magazine will love your
work. It also needs to say who you are and where your work has appeared. Joan says that all writers
start somewhere, and online magazines are a good place to start. After you have a few submissions
accepted, you can try for bigger journals. There is a hierarchy of importance for journals (online,
college, literary, anthologies, nationally distributed, national magazines). You can also write book
reviews. Then, build your platform (professional organizations like CWC for networking , social media –
including LinkedIn and Facebook). Think of groups that would like to hear about (and buy) your book,
and accept invitations to speak. Develop ambassadors; show an interest in others and they will
remember you. This is your community.
Confidence can be the hardest part of writing or promoting. You may need to leave your comfort zone
to get your writing out there. Have early readers or an editor to check your manuscript and see if you
need to make changes, but don’t let anyone shatter your world. Get reviews and submit your work for
prizes (e.g. CWC branches, Northern California Publishers & Authors: www.norcalpa.org/bookawards).Have book groups and Goodreads get the word out. Create a Facebook page for your work
and consider paying the “promote this page” fee.
Follow Joan at www.joangelfand.com.
To register for future CWC Mt. Diablo branch meetings: www.cwcmtdiablo.org
Meeting Cost: $10 Members and Guests, PayPal or Credit Card Only
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Write from Your Heart:
Unleash your creativity, ignite your muse, and honor your
soul’s calling.
With Dawn Montefusco
Zoom Mee7ng via Facebook, September 17, 2020
(rescheduled from September 10 due to wildﬁre evacua*on near Portland, OR)
By Marcia Ehinger
Dawn Montefusco calls herself a Transforma*onal Wri*ng Coach. She is cer*ﬁed in transforma*onal life coaching (a one-year
cer*ﬁcate program), plus has an MFA and is an award-winning published poet. She believes in the Healing Power of Words (a
series of classes she teaches), and considers the posi*ve aspect of virtual learning to be that we can all come together as global
ci*zens. However, she also acknowledges three apocalypses at this *me: 1) COVID-19, 2) social injus*ce, and 3) wildﬁres.
She likes to begin her day with prayer (or medita*on or grounding), and then get up and shake it. These ac*vi*es s*mulate
diﬀerent parts of the brain. She also notes that our limbic system, or our rep*lian brain, is always looking for danger. This can
lead to fear responses and resistance to crea*vity. The three phases of fear are ﬂight, ﬁght, and freeze; these lead to paralysis of
analysis and brain fog. Proper prepara*on lets her slip into her zone of genius. Looking at the four walls around us and realizing
that we have plenty of food and water (versus many in the world), can help us feel safe. To transform, we must relax, accept (the
opposite of resistance), and play – start having fun. She feels that crea*vity is what we are born for, and wri*ng is cross training
with other forms of art.
Dawn also notes that writers who write together thrive together. It is a myth that writers need to write alone. She says that
when Thoreau was at Walden Pond, he was only a mile from home, and walked back regularly for his mother and sister to feed
him and do his laundry. In Paris, Hemingway had a team of writers, and Elizabeth Gilbert (of Eat, Pray, Love, and much more) has
a Power Team.
EXERCISE: If you could make a million dollars from anything you wrote, and not fail, what book would you write? She asked us to
keep in mind the SHero’s Journey, and that YA wri*ng is “hot” right now. We should have a vision of a sloppy ﬁrst draB in six
months, followed by the perfect editor and all the informa*on needed to publish. (Dawn men*oned Anne LamoZ in Bird by Bird
talked about a “shiZy ﬁrst draB”.)
ABer this exercise, you should feel fulﬁlled and accomplished. The whole world can be aﬀected by you feeling great, due to the
ripple eﬀect. If you hear the voice in your head cri*cizing you while you are wri*ng, you must keep going. To truly let go of
resistance you need 3 C’s: courage (You goZa show up.), consistency (Write
at the same *me each day. This triggers the muse and calls in inspira*on
when you sit down.), and compassion (for yourself, when you don’t do as
well as you had hoped). To get something out there, a book can be short –
especially an e-book. Dawn’s ﬁrst book was only 60 pages and posted on
Kindle. It has helped her build up a following and has been surprisingly
proﬁtable.
EXERCISE: Use expressive wri*ng to describe a personal, authen*c, scary
thing – a struggle where you came out the other end. Use all ﬁve senses for
depth. Dawn says that the best way to make any genre compelling is to make
it personal. The story could be as simple as rescuing a bird, or as complicated
as overcoming a health issue. In a follow-up exercise, you can look for places
to add more detail. The ﬁrst *me around, you can use “the placeholder
method”, no*ng (more here) for places that need details (e.g. describe the
dress beZer), more show and less tell, or vice versa.
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Tools that Dawn uses for wri*ng include a mind map aBer a brain dump. She creates an outline for the story with three parts:
beginning, middle, and end. In the hero’s journey, there is a call to ac*on and a character goes through change(s) to the end. The
character must want something and be willing to go through any conﬂict to get it. An autobiography describes a life, so also goes
from beginning to end. A memoir is a memory or part of a life, and not necessarily chronological. In Write Your True Story, Dawn
went back and wrote example stories for each lesson. This led to a ques*on about truthful wri*ng about others in a memoir and
protec*ng oneself or others. Dawn feels that making some changes to the character or the story line will allow things to be said
without others knowing that they are being wriZen about.
Other ques*ons were asked. Dawn said that you must ﬁnd *me to write by making yourself the most important person in your
life. She believes that inves*ng in a coach is a good idea, but you might also ﬁnd an accountability buddy. She spoke in more
detail about preparing her Kindle book, and how to write an Oscar winning movie. Each movie has an A Story (the main events)
and a B Story (usually a love story, although that may be love of another person, an animal, a country, etc.). Then, the writer
needs to use the hero’s journey and keep the story compelling.
Find Dawn Montefusco on Facebook.
A number of reference books were men7oned during the presenta7on:
The Big Leap: Conquer Your Hidden Fear and Take Your Life to the Next Level, Gay Hendricks
The War of Art: Break through the Blocks and Win Your Inner CreaBve BaPles, Steve Pressﬁeld
Steal Like an ArBst: 10 Things Nobody Told You about being CreaBve, Aus*n Kleon
Running Down a Dream: Your Roadmap to Winning CreaBve BaPles, Tim Grahl
Thresholds of the Mind, Bill Harris
Bird by Bird: Some InstrucBons on WriBng & Life, Anne LamoZ
The EmoBonal Wound Thesaurus: A Writer’s Guide to Psychological Trauma, Writers Helping Writers Series by Becca Puglisi &
Angela Ackerman
WriBng Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within, Natalie Goldberg & Julia Cameron
Save the Cat! The Last Book on ScreenwriBng You’ll Ever Need, Blake Snyder (now a series of 6)

Book Coaching: The New Edit
Author Skills from the CWC San Francisco Peninsula, September 23, 2020 Zoom
With Jaime Dill and Coral Rivera from Polish and Pitch
By Marcia Ehinger
Jaime started out as the social media person at a start-up independent publishing ﬁrm. She learned a lot about edi*ng and the
publishing business. Coral started wri*ng at an early age and submiZed a manuscript to the start-up. The independent publisher
folded, but Jaime was a people person and went on to create her own business, coaching new writers and oﬀering editorial and
querying services. Coral kept wri*ng and began a job coaching university students. She joined Jaime in her new venture.
Jaime dis*nguishes book coaching from edi*ng. Usually, a writer comes to a book coach with an idea or the beginning of a story or
project, for the coach to help develop it. There may be a draB, but it is not ﬁnished, or the writer has been told that it needs a
complete rewrite. The coach then gives you emo*onal support and wri*ng advice to keep you mo*vated and get the story out. By
contrast, an editor takes an already wriZen story and cleans it up. You get your manuscript back aBer a while, with edits and
comments, and you may have liZle or no interac*on with the editor again. A book coach meets with
you every few weeks to catch up on your wri*ng and work on your
struggles. (S)he stays accessible for emails or calls. Your coach is like a paid
cri*que partner with a knowledge of publishing. Jaime and Coral
collaborate and share their strengths when necessary, so they can provide
teamwork to a project.
www.cwc-peninsula.org
Welcome Packet PDF)

www.polishandpitch.com (free Book Coaching

Highly recommended reference about book coaching: Read Books All Day
and Get Paid for It by Jennie Nash.
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OBITUARY
Elizabeth Pomada, Co-founder of San Francisco Writers
Conference with Michael Larsen, Has Died
Bay Area Independent Publishers Assn. (BAIPA)
July 25, 2020 by Linda Jay
Elizabeth Pomada, who co-founded the popular and well-attended San Francisco
Writers Conference with her husband and business partner Michael Larsen in 2003,
died in late June. The pair also founded the annual Writing for Change Conference.
Before she and her husband moved to San Francisco in 1970, Ms. Pomada worked in
book publishing in New York City for years – at David McKay, Holt Rinehart Winston,
and Dial Press. The couple founded the Larsen-Pomada Literary Agency in San
Francisco in 1972. Their agency sold books written by hundreds of authors, in varied
genres, to more than a hundred
publishers.
Ms. Pomada loved to travel, and to speak
at conferences, universities, and before
groups of writers. She was described as a
positive, enthusiastic, and brilliant
human being. Michael Larsen, a former
BAIPA member, and Ms. Pomada were
married for 53 years.
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Monthly Zoom Meeting, Saturday, September 19, 2020

Writing Flash Stories about Living History
With Kakwasi Somadhi, Author and Writing Coach
By Marcia Ehinger
Kakwasi Somadhi, author of Coming Forth by Day, a Novel,
teaches writing at Cosumnes River College. She’s on the Our Life
Stories Writing Conference committee, and board of Black Women
Write, a Sacramento literary organization. Her story, Sun Tzu in the
Hood, appeared in the July 2020 edition of Flash Fiction Magazine.
Kakwasi says that she taught for many years in the Los Rios
Community College District. She flunked retirement and was called
back to teach at Cosumnes in 2019 for a class listed as “flash
fiction and short story”. But what is flash fiction? The genre called
flash fiction became popular in the 1960s as the “short short story”.
Flash has also been referred to as vignettes or micro-fiction. Kakwasi finds that she learns more about it
as she teaches. To start, flash is very short. There is usually a publication maximum number of words
(generally 100 words, but never more than 1000), and sometimes a minimum.
She notes that as we age, we tend to have more and more to say with our stories, so perhaps we
should learn to cull and hone with flash. One of her friends gets up early and writes flash for a few
hours, and finds that he can write and edit complete stories every morning. One reference book is Tiny
Giants: 101 Stories in 101 Words Each by Jason Sinclair. Edgar Allan Poe met the definition of flash with
a short story having a single mood, and every sentence building toward it. Janet Burroway writes books
about writing and says that flash strives to create a single effect, a single emotional impact that imparts
a flash of understanding. There may be conflicts, and it may extend into metaphorical space. The plot is
narrow and very constricted. One event is happening at a single moment in time, although the moment
could be stretched out over many years. Neil Gaiman says that flash fiction consists of one scene. Some
stories veer away from that, but profiles (rules for a writing genre) are made to be broken.
How else is flash small? The cast of characters consists of only one person, or two people bouncing off
each other. Others are mere paper dolls, passing by (e.g. driving a truck), and have no names. The
protagonist may not be named. Not much is revealed; it is only necessary to have a spark of plot. The
story should be laser focused (with “bone cleanliness”), to quote James Baldwin, “Write a sentence as
clean as a bone”. Whatever is there must be relevant to the story. There might be snippets of back
story.
The geographic setting is also small. Detail may not be provided about “there”, but one needs to create
atmosphere. The setting is simply space where one event or emotional impact gets out to the reader.
The passage of time may also be quite brief.
The ending is usually final, but can connect to a continuing story in your head (the reader’s
imagination). There is often a surprise at the end, but not trickery. It must be a logical extension of the
plot.
Kakwasi read an example of flash, “Michael and Marina Moonwater”, which is 600 words and was
published in the May edition of Flash Fiction, which is available online (www.flashfictionmagazine.com)
and can be downloaded for free. The two main characters have names and 46 years of their lives
whizzes by. Linda Champion said that it reminded her of her fairy tales for adults. John Patterson saw
the existential struggle, and Kakwasi remarked that this story goes into the metaphorical space beyond
the ending. Kakwasi then read her story (see intro above), which was 500+ words long.
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Next, we learned about the concept of “shimmering images” in our daily lives that can become the
moments of flash fiction, and which tie memoir to flash. Kakwasi said that all writers keep journals, in
which we will find flashes. We can go back to our journals with a highlighter and mark those flash
points – an image which contains a story. [See Shimmering Images: A Handy Little Guide to Writing
Memoir by Lisa Dale Norton] These are not big cataclysmic moments, but little things that you and
others get a lot from. Linda Champion commented that this reminded her of finding life moments for
her cousin’s eulogy.
Much Q&A followed, with Kakwasi noting that this genre is very popular today, including the Japanese
“cell phone story” and postcard stories. Traditional publishers seem to be staying away from flash
anthologies, but there have been some recent books with linked short chapters. Someone asked if
you are paid for submissions to online magazines, and the reply was “sometimes, not much” but that
it is good for your resume. “When you get out there, it opens up opportunities.” Kakwasi suggested
using an author’s Facebook page, and Jenifer Rowe offered that links to online magazine articles can
build your readership.
The recording of this program will be available on the club website for 4 weeks after the meeting
date. (www.cwcsacramentowriters.org) Please see Kakwasi’s handouts on the club website which
include two discussions of flash, a list of magazines which take submissions, and a list of books to
read.

Writers Network Zoom Meeting, Friday, September 4, 2020
With Nanci Lee Woody
By Marcia Ehinger
Mark Heckey introduced Nanci as a writer and artist. He commented that she has a nice website with
samples of her work: writing, art and photography. Nanci has been a college professor, author of
textbooks in math and accounting, and Dean of Business at American River College. Her first
novel, Tears and Trombones, won awards. Hers short stories and poetry have been published in print
anthologies and online. She wrote the book and lyrics for a
musical, “Hello to Life!”, and produced it in collaboration with
her husband, a musician. She is a member of our CWC branch,
as well as San Francisco Peninsula CWC. For reading and art
samples, see: www.nancileewoody.com.
Nanci gave us tips she had gleaned from a number of writers’
conferences. She also sent a handout she wrote about handling
criticism (“Giving and Receiving Feedback the Smart Way”)
which can be found in the archive section of our website:
www.cwcsacramentowriters.org.
Nanci started with the San Francisco Writers Conference
(SFWC), which she has attended many times. Most recently, she
wanted to convert her book into a screenplay, and thought she
had contacts in the movie world who would look at it. After
attending the workshop, she was disillusioned about the process
(stacks of screen plays piling up on reviewers’ desks) and
decided to have someone else work on it. She said that a past
CWC president felt that the conference might have advantages
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for advanced writers. Nanci paid to pitch her book to an agent. One asked her for a proposal, but
later sent it back. She didn’t like the stress of the process but says it gives you a chance to practice
your pitch. (www.sfwriters.org).
A conference is an investment in your career, but you should consider the costs. If you have friends
or family in the area, you might be able to stay with them and save on hotel and meal expenses.
Otherwise, you need to take into account registration, extra workshop fees, hotel, parking and/or
transportation, and meals. If you stay in the conference hotel, you will have fewer transportation
expenses, but hotel costs. (SFWC minimum expense = $2500) Nanci asks if there might be a better
place to spend that money, such as advertising your book.
Nanci considers SFWC a good value for beginning writers to network with other writers if you
consider volunteering to work two of the three days. Then, your registration fee is waived, and you
will have some sessions and one whole day free for classes. Only a few meals are included, but
volunteers are offered snacks and drinks as a job perk. Also, if writing is your business, then you can
write off conference expenses on your income tax.
The Jack London Conference in Foster City is similar to SFWC, but smaller. The registration fee is
about half of SFWC, with two breakfasts and two lunches included. (October, www.cwc-peninsula.org,
hosted by San Francisco Peninsula CWC).
Nanci attended the Crested Butte Writers Conference (www.cbconference.org) in Colorado after
entering a book chapter in an internet competition and being awarded time with a book agent. She
had to fly to Denver and take a bus to the conference. The agent said that he loved her work but was
unwilling to take a chance on a new author. She asked him how often a new author was “discovered”
at a conference, and the agent answered, “Almost never.”
Nanci also mentioned that there is a regular workshop in San Francisco with Tom Jenks, the publisher
of Narrative magazine. She found him to be very bright, and quite critical, to the point of being nasty.
However, she did take his advice to change the father character in her book. (www.tomjenks.com)
Michel Inaba commented that she attended several conferences that were touted as important
gatherings and was disappointed, and wondered if people attend due to the “FOMO (Fear Of Missing
Out) Factor”. Now, she only attends local, less expensive ones. She likes the Bay Area Book Fest in
Berkeley. It is not so structured but many dedicated readers and writers are there.
(www.baybookfest.org)
Nanci commented that at many big conferences, especially SFWC, nearly everyone there is selling
something (e.g., building your website). She recommended the Gold Rush Writers Conference held in
Mokelumne Hill as a local event (www.goldrushwriters.com, scheduled for the weekend of October
2-4, 2020), or conferences held at the community colleges: American River, Cosumnes River, Sierra.
Her favorite process- oriented (versus sales oriented) conference was in Santa Barbara.
(www.sbwriters.com).
Other conferences mentioned during Q&A: Society of Children’s Book Writers & Illustrators
(www.scbwi.org), Association of Writers & Publishers (www.awpwriters.org), Sacramento Poetry
Center (www.sacramentopoetrycenter.com), memoir writing at Cosumnes
(www.cityofsacramento.org, Our Life Stories Conference, April 2021). Comments were made that
writers can learn from writing clubs and critique groups; however, big conferences draw important
keynote speakers.
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CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership
FY 2019-2020
Officers
Interim President: Kimberly A. Edwards
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net
First Vice-President/Programs: Gloria Pierrot-Dyer
qquill76@gmail.com
Second Vice-President/Membership: Jenifer Rowe
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Acting Secretary: John Patterson
2johnpatterson@gmail.com
Treasurer: Karen Terhune
koyotesky@gmail.com
Board of Directors
Linda Champion, Outreach
championwritingcreations@comcast.net
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor
mehinger@comcast.net
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer, Social Media & Emerging Writers Coordinator
John Patterson, Critique Groups and Beta Readers Coordinator
Mark Heckey, E-blast coordinator
mheckey@comcast.net
Consultants to the Board
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator
larry@mandelberg.biz
Club Positions
Ray & Maryann Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator
Michel Lynn Inaba, First Friday Program Coordinator
inabaml@gmail.com
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